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Acoustic communication serves a crucial role in the social interactions of

vocal animals. Duetting—the coordinated singing among pairs of animals—

has evolved independently multiple times across diverse taxonomic groups

including insects, frogs, birds, and mammals. A crucial first step for

understanding how information is encoded and transferred in duets is

through quantifying the acoustic repertoire, which can reveal differences

and similarities on multiple levels of analysis and provides the groundwork

necessary for further studies of the vocal communication patterns of the focal

species. Investigating acoustic tradeoffs, such as the tradeoff between the

rate of syllable repetition and note bandwidth, can also provide important

insights into the evolution of duets, as these tradeoffs may represent the

physical and mechanical limits on signal design. In addition, identifying which

sex initiates the duet can provide insights into the function of the duets.

We have three main goals in the current study: (1) provide a descriptive,

fine-scale analysis of Gursky’s spectral tarsier (Tarsius spectrumgurskyae)

duets; (2) use unsupervised approaches to investigate sex-specific note

repertoires; and (3) test for evidence of acoustic tradeoffs in the rate of

note repetition and bandwidth of tarsier duet contributions. We found that

both sexes were equally likely to initiate the duets and that pairs differed

substantially in the duration of their duets. Our unsupervised clustering

analyses indicate that both sexes have highly graded note repertoires. We

also found evidence for acoustic tradeoffs in both male and female duet

contributions, but the relationship in females was much more pronounced.

The prevalence of this tradeoff across diverse taxonomic groups including

birds, bats, and primates indicates the constraints that limit the production of

rapidly repeating broadband notes may be one of the few ‘universals’ in vocal

communication. Future carefully designed playback studies that investigate

the behavioral response, and therefore potential information transmitted in

duets to conspecifics, will be highly informative.
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Introduction

Animal vocal communication serves several social
functions, including mate attraction, species recognition,
territory and mate defense, and threat notification (Wilkins
et al., 2013; Price et al., 2015). Natural selection, sexual
selection, and neutral evolution are the three primary
processes by which observed patterns of differentiation in
acoustic signals form across populations. These processes
can ultimately lead to the formation of new species, a
process known as speciation (Jones, 1997; Wilkins et al.,
2013; Blute, 2019; Shuker and Kvarnemo, 2021). The study
of animal vocalization systems sets the groundwork for
isolating and defining common patterns of phenotypic
variation that link species across vast evolutionary
distances, providing us with a better understanding of
common ancestral constraints that have guided evolution
(Derryberry et al., 2012).

The various evolutionary processes mentioned above can
drive differentiation across populations, but the selection for
certain traits is not without limits. Eventually a trait, such
as the loudness of a call or the frequency bandwidth of a
note, can no longer be shaped by natural or sexual selection.
These limits may be imposed by neural or biomechanical
constraints, or a combination of the two (Wilkins et al.,
2013). Acoustic neural constraints are limits imposed on vocal
production by the capacity of the neural pathways in the
brain to produce acoustic signals (Römer, 1993; DeVoogd,
2004; Fitch et al., 2016), while biomechanical constraints are
imposed by the physical and morphological composition of the
vocal production structure(s), including lung capacity (Fedurek
et al., 2017), mouth or beak size and shape (Derryberry
et al., 2012), and laryngeal configuration and motor control
(Lieberman et al., 1969; Podos, 1996; Fedurek et al., 2017).
Such constraints limit the physical abilities of the individual in
such a way that reaching these constraints presumably conveys
information about the individual’s fitness. It follows that if these
constraints are honest indicators of caller quality, individuals
who are capable of nearing or reaching the evolutionary limit
of a certain trait will be more attractive to potential mates,
as successfully exhibiting costly traits can be an indicator
of a high-quality individual (Clutton-Brock and Albon, 1979;
Reby and McComb, 2003; Terleph et al., 2016; Sun et al.,
2021).

One constraint of interest in acoustic signals is the
tradeoff between the rate of trill notes and the bandwidth
of those notes. In order to produce high frequency trills
with wide bandwidths, individuals must make rapid and
comprehensive vocal modifications, which may be physically
demanding (Podos, 1996; Ballentine et al., 2004). The
presumed energetic and/or morphological constraints on
modifications of the vocal tract result in high frequency
trills with relatively narrower bandwidths. This results

in a triangular distribution on a graph, where at low
trill frequencies, both wide and narrow bandwidths are
possible, while at higher trill frequencies, only narrower
bandwidths are exhibited (Derryberry et al., 2012; Wilson
et al., 2014). Thus, it appears there are limits to the properties
(such as frequency, bandwidth, or amplitude) of acoustic
communication. While the limits themselves may vary based
on species and vocalization type, the presence of some
kind of acoustic tradeoff is thought to be near universal
(Podos, 1997).

Acoustic tradeoffs such as this one have been studied in
birds, mice, bats, and primates (Podos, 1996; Ballentine et al.,
2004; Pasch et al., 2011; Derryberry et al., 2012; Wilson et al.,
2014; Clink et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2021). One study examined
the ability of a species of sparrow to learn a song containing
high frequency trills with artificially broad bandwidths (Podos,
1996). While numerous studies have shown that songbirds
are able to learn species-specific songs with high accuracy
(Thorpe, 1961; Marler, 1970; Brainard and Doupe, 2002), the
individuals exposed to the artificial song were unable to learn
it with high fidelity, indicating that morphological acoustic
tradeoffs are likely responsible for this inability to replicate
an artificial song (Podos, 1996). In Himalayan leaf-nosed bats
(Hipposideros armiger), the tradeoff between trill note frequency
and individual note bandwidth was found to reflect the quality
of the caller; higher quality callers (as indicated using body
mass as a proxy) were able to produce higher frequency
trills with broader bandwidths (Sun et al., 2021). One of the
few studies examining this tradeoff in primates found that
female Northern gray gibbons (Hylobates funereus) exhibited
vocal patterns consistent with this constraint: an increase in
trill rate was correlated with a decrease in note bandwidth
(Clink et al., 2018). More studies on a wide variety of taxa
are needed to determine the extent to which this acoustic
tradeoff is present in animal vocalizations, and if this tradeoff
represents one of the few documented universals in vertebrate
vocal communication.

A note repertoire is an itemization of different note
types produced by a species, while a vocal repertoire is an
expansion of a note repertoire by the addition of combinations
of the individual note types (Clarke et al., 2006). Repertoire
descriptions are often made more robust by the addition of
descriptions of the various contexts in which each vocalization
type is made, but a crucial first step is analyzing the repertoire
across individuals in the same context (Clarke et al., 2006;
Blue, 2020). The compilation and thorough definition of a
species’ repertoire is a straight-forward yet powerful mode of
communication system analysis. While interesting in their own
right, vocal and note repertoires can reveal differences and
similarities on multiple levels of analysis, including species,
sex, and individual, and can reveal how species transmit
and receive information about external states such as the
presence and type of predator (Clarke et al., 2006; Price et al.,
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2015; Segbroeck et al., 2017; Sainburg et al., 2020). Large
repertoires are presumed to be costly to develop, and in some
cases repertoire size reflects aspects of caller quality including
age, condition, and parasites (Balsby and Hansen, 2010).
Additionally, the establishment of note and vocal repertoires
provides the groundwork necessary for further studies and
analyses of the vocal communication patterns of the focal
species (Blue, 2020; Sainburg et al., 2020). The accumulation of
comprehensive vocal repertoires for many taxa is vital to our
complete understanding of the vocal communication patterns,
functions, and contexts of those taxa, and will be invaluable
in informing future studies, especially in vocal but otherwise
cryptic or elusive species.

Comprehensive note and vocal repertoires have been
compiled for many taxa, including many species of birds (Ficken
et al., 1978) and non-human primates (Winter et al., 1966;
Gros-Louis et al., 2008; Blue, 2020). Commonly, vocalizations
are classified into groups based on physical characteristics
observable in a spectrogram, including duration, volume, note
frequency, and note shape. While the vocal repertoire size
(number of vocalization categories) is often used as an indicator
of vocal complexity, repertoire size alone does not provide any
information about the functions of the call types or associated
contexts (Blue, 2020). Studies that rely solely on acoustic data
provide valuable analyses of note types and classifications,
but the addition of behavioral observations can allow for the
inference of vocalization function by providing social and
environmental context (Winter et al., 1966; Ficken et al., 1978;
Gros-Louis et al., 2008). Important information can also be
gained by understanding the distribution of call types based
on individual maturity level, social affiliation, and sex (Clarke
et al., 2006; Nousek et al., 2006; Clink et al., 2017; Andrieu et al.,
2020).

Gibbons (Hylobatidae), indris (Indriidae), titi monkeys
(Callicebinae), and some tarsier species (Tarsiidae) are
pair-living primates that produce species- and sex-specific
coordinated vocalizations between mated pairs (Haimoff, 1986;
Geissmann, 2002; De Gregorio et al., 2022). Reproductive pairs
of Lepilemur edwardsi also show coordinated vocal exchanges,
but these are not considered proper songs (Méndez-Cárdenas
and Zimmermann, 2009). The precise functions of duetting
in these various species are, for the most part, yet unknown,
although there are a number of hypothesized duet functions,
most notably the advertisement and strengthening of the
pairbond (Smith, 1994; Geissmann, 1999; Geissmann and
Orgeldinger, 2000), territorial communications with extrapair
individuals (Clink et al., 2020), and reunion of the mated pair
after a period of separation, such as occurs with individual
foraging (Méndez-Cárdenas and Zimmermann, 2009). In a
review on 59 duetting avian bird species, it was shown that
duets used solely for extra-pair communication were more
likely to consist of sex-specific notes. The authors noted
that the sample size for sex-specific number of notes was

too small for statistical analysis, but the median number of
notes for males and females in those species with available
data was similar (Dahlin and Benedict, 2014). It is unclear
whether sex-specificity (or lack thereof) in primate duets
is related to differences in function of the duets, as most
gibbon species (Geissmann, 2002), tarsiers (MacKinnon and
MacKinnon, 1980), and indris (Giacoma et al., 2010) exhibit
varying degrees of sex-specificity, whereas titi monkey duets do
not (Clink et al., 2022).

In this study, we have three specific aims: (1) provide
a descriptive, fine-scale analysis of tarsier duets, including
information on which sex initiates the duet, duration of
the duets, and total number of notes; (2) use unsupervised
approaches to investigate sex-specific note repertoires; and
(3) test for evidence of acoustic tradeoffs on the rate of
note repetition and bandwidth of tarsier duet contributions.
The purpose of aim (1) is purely descriptive, so we do
not have any associated hypotheses or predictions. For aim
(2), we hypothesize that due to the sex-specificity in duet
contributions and the presumed extra-pair communication
function of tarsier duets, the number of notes in the note
repertoires will be sex-specific, following the trends seen in
the other duetting primate species, such as gibbons and indris
(Geissmann, 2002; Giacoma et al., 2010). For aim (3), we
hypothesize that there are constraints in vocal production that
make it difficult to produce broadband notes at a relatively
fast rate, and therefore predict that in light of the evidence
for acoustic tradeoffs in multiple taxa, including a species of
non-human primate, tarsiers will also conform to these vocal
patterns.

Materials and methods

Gursky’s spectral tarsier

Gursky’s spectral tarsier (Tarsius spectrumgurskyae;
hereafter tarsiers) is a species of small, nocturnal primate
endemic to the northern part of the island of Sulawesi in
Indonesia (MacKinnon and MacKinnon, 1980; Gursky, 2000,
2002). They are the only faunivorous primate and survive on
a diet of insects (Gursky, 2002). Tarsiers live in social groups
generally consisting of one adult mated pair and two to four of
their juvenile offspring (MacKinnon and MacKinnon, 1980).
They are known to be highly territorial and occupy semi-
overlapping home ranges (MacKinnon and MacKinnon, 1980).
After a night of hunting, tarsiers will return to the same sleep
tree or trees each morning, and the mated pair will perform a
series of duets around sunrise, roughly between the hours of
0500 and 0600 local time (MacKinnon and MacKinnon, 1980;
Gursky, 2000, 2002). Occasionally, juveniles will join in these
coordinated vocal displays, in which cases the duets become
choruses (Voigt et al., 2006; De Gregorio et al., 2022).
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Study system and data collection

We collected focal and autonomous acoustic recordings of
tarsiers during July and August of 2018 in Tangkoko National
Park on the northeastern tip of the island of Sulawesi, Indonesia
(Figure 1). We did not tag or label individual animals for
identification in any way, so their reliable territoriality, fidelity
to sleep trees, and minimally overlapping ranges allowed specific
pairs and individuals to be distinguished. Tarsiers’ general lack of
fear of humans means that habituation was unnecessary and that
alterations in behavior due to observer presence were minimal
(MacKinnon and MacKinnon, 1980).

We used a RØDE NT-USB Condenser Microphone (Røde
Microphones, Sydney, Australia) in conjunction with a 32 GB
Apple iPad Air (Apple Inc., Cupertino, CA, United States) and
the Voice Record Pro application (sampling rate of 44.1 kHz
and 16 bits) for focal recordings. DC and a research assistant
opportunistically took focal recordings in the early mornings.
We took autonomous recordings via either an ARBIMON
(Aide et al., 2013) portable recorder (44.1 kHz and 16 bits)
or a Swift recorder (Koch et al., 2016) (48 kHz and 16 bits).
ARBIMON units recorded daily from 1800 to 0600, while
Swift units recorded 24 h continuously. The ARBIMON units
had substantially reduced storage capabilities compared to the
Swift units, which is why we recorded using different settings
and recording schedules. Since tarsiers limit their duetting to
a time window of approximately 1 h per day, the variable
recording schedules had limited impact on our data collection
capabilities. Different autonomous recording units may have
different detection ranges due to variation in microphone
sensitivities; we aimed to minimize these potential differences
by only using high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) recordings for
analyses. Indeed distance from the animal to the recording
device can influence the spectral feature estimates, so we limited
our analyses to high-quality calls (>12 dB SNR), using high
SNR as a proxy for recording distance (Zollinger et al., 2012).
Each autonomous unit recorded from 2 to 7 days’ worth of
data. Differences in recording durations were due to battery
and/or unit malfunction. It has been reported that tarsier duets
can be heard up to 500 m by a human observer, but early
field tests indicated that the detection range of the recording
units for high-quality recordings was much less than that, and
generally restricted to animals calling <50 meters from the
recording unit (Gursky, 2015; Clink et al., 2019). We saved
all recordings as Waveform Audio Files. ARBIMON recorders
saved 1-h long files at a size of 317.5 MB, Swift recorders saved
40-min files at a size of 230.4 MB, and focal recordings files were
of variable duration and size. We downsampled the 48 kHz to
44.1 kHz sound files using the open-source program Audacity
(version 3.1.3) before further analysis. Full details of acoustic
data collection methods can be found in Clink et al. (2019). We
used only duets (as opposed to choruses or solos) and only those
that showed a completed song progression in a spectrogram.

Acoustic analysis

We imported each sound file into Raven Pro v. 1.6 (K.
Lisa Yang Center for Conservation Bioacoustics, Cornell Lab
of Ornithology, Ithaca, NY, United States) and converted them
into spectrograms using the following settings: a 1,600-sample
Hann window, 3 dB filter bandwidth of 39.6 Hz, with a 2048-
point discrete Fourier transform and 50% overlap, resulting
in a time grid hop size of 18.1 ms and a frequency grid
spacing of 21.5 Hz. IAC annotated all duets by hand using the
selection table functionality in Raven Pro. For each note within
the duet, we documented the begin time, end time, minimum
frequency, maximum frequency, and sex of the individual. We
were able to easily distinguish between male and female duet
contributions given the sex-specific differences (MacKinnon
and MacKinnon, 1980). Although generally the robust features
in Raven are preferable as they reduce variability in intra-
observer reliability in terms of how the annotation boxes are
selected, they calculate the features based on the energy within
the selection and are not appropriate when there is a substantial
amount of overlap between signals from different individuals
(Charif et al., 2010). Therefore, we calculated bandwidth based
on the minimum and maximum frequency bounds of the
annotation boxes. This required us to maintain the same
brightness, contrast, and focus settings (brightness: 50; contrast:
50) to minimize variation in how annotation boxes were drawn.
To calculate the rate of note output, we counted the number
of notes emitted per 3-s. Previous analyses calculated note
rate using 1-s (Clink et al., 2018), but we found that the rate
of note output for tarsiers was relatively slow compared to
previous studies (∼1 note per 1-s). Therefore, using a longer
duration time bin allowed us to capture more variation in
the rate of note output for tarsier duets. In order to allow
our results to be compared to other results in this field, we
have also standardized these rates into 1-s rates; so, although
we used a longer time interval (3-s) to measure the rate,
we divided these values by 3 so that our reported values
could be used for cross-taxa comparisons. See Figure 2 for
representative spectrograms of tarsier duets and phrases and
Figure 3 indicating male and female contributions to the duet
and a schematic of how we estimated note features for the
present analysis.

Unsupervised analysis of note types

We aimed to identify the number of unique clusters or
note types in the male and female tarsier duet contributions.
To identify the number of unique clusters we used an
unsupervised random forests framework that can be used to
identify patterns in an unlabeled dataset (Breiman, 2001). We
analyzed male and female notes separately from each other due
to structural differences in their respective duet contributions.
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FIGURE 1

Map of recording locations of tarsier pairs in Tangkoko National Park, North Sulawesi, Indonesia. Each point denotes the recording location of a
tarsier pair, and the shape of the points reflects the type of recorder used (see section “Materials and methods” for details).

We used the R programming environment to implement the
random forest network using the “randomForest” package
(Liaw and Wiener, 2002); we specified the number of trees

equal to 10,000 and otherwise used the default settings.
As input for the “randomForest” algorithm, we used four
features computed from each note–minimum frequency (Hz),
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FIGURE 2

Representative spectrogram of a tarsier duet (top) and phrase (bottom). A single duet (top) can be comprised of many phrases (bottom).
Phrases can vary in length but generally follow the structure shown above. Spectrograms were created using RavenPro with the same settings
that were used for analysis (see text for details).

FIGURE 3

Exemplar of male and female duet contributions and analyzed features. The male duet contribution is shown in purple, and the female duet
contribution is shown in orange. Note rate was calculated as the number of notes per 3-s interval. Note bandwidth was determined by
subtracting the minimum frequency from the maximum frequency.

maximum frequency (Hz), bandwidth (Hz), and duration
(s). This algorithm returns a dissimilarity metric for each
observation which can be used to identify groupings within

the data. To identify the optimal number of clusters in
our dataset we applied k-medoids clustering (Kaufman and
Rousseeuw, 2009) to the distance matrix output of the random
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FIGURE 4

Histogram indicating the durations of tarsier duets (N = 50). Duets ranged in duration from 12.88 to 203.96 s and show a distribution with a
slight right skew.

forest algorithm using the “pam” function in the “cluster” R
package (Maechler et al., 2012). K-medoids is more robust
version of K-means (Madhulatha, 2011). K-medoids requires
the input of the number of clusters (k) so we ran the
algorithm iteratively for values of k from 2 to 10 and then
calculated a silhouette coefficient for each cluster solution.
Silhouette coefficients range from −1 to 1 and provide a
measure of how similar an object is relative to the established
clusters; a higher silhouette coefficient indicates a more
appropriate cluster solution (Rousseeuw, 1987). To identify
the optimum number of clusters in our dataset we chose
the cluster number with the highest silhouette coefficient. We
used a uniform manifold learning technique (McInnes et al.,
2018) for visualization of the results using the R package
“umap” (Konopka, 2020). UMAP is a dimensionality reduction
technique that has been used to effectively visualize differences
in acoustic signals of multiple bird taxa (Parra-Hernández et al.,
2020), forest soundscapes (Sethi et al., 2020) and female gibbon
vocalizations (Clink and Klinck, 2021). We input a feature
vector consisting of the four features estimated for each note
into the UMAP algorithm, which returned two coordinates
or two-dimensional embeddings that can be used to visualize
clustering of note types within our dataset. In our study, we
define gradation as the degree to which clusters are separated
from each other–low gradation means high cluster separation
(Wadewitz et al., 2015).

Acoustic tradeoffs statistical analysis

To investigate the relationship between note bandwidth
and note rate we used a series of Bayesian multilevel models
implemented using the R package “brms” (Bürkner, 2017a,b).
The “brms” package provides an interface to the probabilistic

programming language STAN (Carpenter et al., 2017). Due to
the structural differences in male and female duet contributions
we analyzed males and females separately. For both males and
females, we created a series of three models. The first model,
which we considered the null model, included note bandwidth
as the outcome and a random effect for pair identity. The
second model, which we used to test for evidence of acoustic
tradeoffs, included note bandwidth as an outcome, note rate
as a predictor, and pair identity as a random effect. The third
model contained a random intercept and slope, with note rate
as a predictor. The third model allowed correlation between the
random intercepts and slopes.

We used a model selection approach to compare model
fit between two models fit to the same data using leave-one-
out cross-validation (LOO) (Vehtari et al., 2017) implemented
in the “brms” package. The “loo_compare” function returns

TABLE 1 Sample size along with mean, standard deviation and range
of features included in the present analysis.

Features Female Male

N individuals 14 14

N duets 50 49

Note rate mean ± SD 0.24 ± 0.12 0.37 ± 0.11

Note rate range 0.11–0.67 0.11–0.78

Bandwidth (Hz) mean ± SD 6096.11 ± 2573.75 7341.59 ± 1035.45

Bandwidth (Hz) range 360.11–11052.7 3502.06–10569.19

Low frequency (Hz) mean ± SD 5843.54 ± 1019.13 5052.23 ± 555.65

Low frequency (Hz) range 2825.5–11412.81 3478.26–9894.74

High frequency (Hz) mean ± SD 11076.25 ± 2314.99 12341.48 ± 1000.78

High frequency (Hz) range 5480.26–15961.45 5996.05–14596.49

Note duration (s) mean ± SD 0.36 ± 0.17 0.21 ± 0.06

Note duration (s) range 0.04–2.88 0.04–0.56
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FIGURE 5

UMAP projections for male and female tarsier duet contributions. For each note in the tarsier duet, we input a feature vector consisting of the
four features estimated into the UMAP algorithm, which returned two-dimensional embeddings (Dim. 1 and Dim. 2) used to visualize clustering
of note types. Each point represents a single note from the tarsier duet. The color indicates cluster assignment by the random forest algorithm
(see text for details).

the difference between the expected log-predictive density
(ELPD) of all models relative to the model with the highest
ELPD (elpd_diff). The function also returns an estimate of
the uncertainty (se_diff), which can be used to assess if the
differences among models are reliable (Bürkner, 2017a). We
simulated a total of 8,000 samples for inference from four
chains, with each chain utilizing 2,000 samples for warmup. We
specified weakly informative normal priors for the slope and
intercept parameters, and weakly informative half-t priors for
the variance components. To further assess fit of the top models
we used the posterior predictive check function in “bayesplot”
that simulates data from the posterior predictive distribution; if
the model is a good fit, then data simulated from the posterior
predicted distribution should be similar to the observed data
(Gabry et al., 2019). To ensure proper mixing and convergence
we inspected trace plots.

Results

Descriptive analysis

We report the results of 6,681 notes from 28 tarsier
individuals (14 males and 14 females). We initially analyzed 50
duets, but we omitted one highly irregular male contribution
from our final analyses, bringing our total to 50 female
duet contributions and 49 male duet contributions. On
average, female notes had lower maximum and higher
minimum frequencies covering a narrower bandwidth than
male notes. Female notes also had a longer average duration
than male notes. Duets ranged in duration from 12.88

to 203.96 s, and the median duration of the duets was
64.80 s ± 44.29 standard deviation (Figure 4). Males initiated
25 of the duets and females initiated 25 of the duets. See
Table 1 for a summary of sample size along with mean,
standard deviation and range of features included in the
present analysis.

Unsupervised analysis of note types

Using the unsupervised random forest analysis, we found
evidence for two clusters in male note types and three
clusters in female note types. Visual inspection of the
UMAP biplots does not show a strong tendency to cluster
in the dataset, although female notes do show stronger
clustering than males (Figure 5). The lack of many discrete
clusters in both the unsupervised analysis and UMAP
biplots is indicative of strong gradation in male and female
tarsier note types.

Acoustic tradeoffs statistical analysis

For both females and males, we found that the model with
note rate as a predictor was ranked higher than the null model,
providing evidence for acoustic tradeoffs in these two variables
(Figure 6). The estimate for the influence of note rate on
note bandwidth for the female model was substantially lower
(estimate = −13312.17, 95% CI = −15451.09 to −11323.88])
than the estimate for the male note rate (estimate = −679.78,
95% CI = [−1836.83 to 508.25]; Figure 7 and Table 2). Although
the male estimates were negative the 95% confidence interval
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did overlap zero. The top model for females included a random
intercept, and slope for pair and performed substantially better
than the null model (elp_diff = −163.4; se_diff = 19.4). The top
model for males also performed substantially better than the null
model (elp_diff = −36.5; se_diff = 11.7) and included a random
intercept and slope.

Discussion

Summary of results

Our results show that both males and females were equally
likely to begin a duet bout. Both male and female note
repertoires show highly graded notes rather than discrete
note categories, with male notes having a higher degree of
gradation. Additionally, our results provide evidence for an
acoustic tradeoff between the rate of note repetition and the
frequency bandwidth of those notes for both male and female
tarsier duet contributions, with a much stronger effect for
female contributions.

The degree of note gradation can indicate different functions
for various notes. For instance, discrete vocalizations are
associated with predator notification and identification in
meerkats (Suricata suricatta), Japanese great tits (Parus major
minor), and vervet monkeys (Cercopithecus aethiops) (Seyfarth
et al., 1980; Suzuki, 2014; Rauber and Manser, 2017), while
in black-capped chickadees (Parus atricapillus), discrete notes
were associated with courtship behaviors and graded note types
were associated with escape and conflict behaviors (Ficken et al.,
1978). Given that both tarsier sexes had highly graded note types
and our acoustic data is not accompanied by contextual data, we
are unable to draw any definite conclusions about the various
purposes of each note type; however, future studies that consider
the complete note repertoire of the species along with contextual
observations and/or playback studies may be able to discern
functionality differences in notes based on degree of gradation.

Given the limitations of the data used for our analyses
and considering we did not have information regarding
animal age, pair-length or other demographic parameters,
we can only speculate as to why we observed a stronger
pattern of this acoustic tradeoff in female duet contributions
compared to male duet contributions. It is possible that this
difference is due to the inherent differences in the sex-specific
contributions of the tarsier duets, as there is greater variability
in female duet contribution note bandwidth. Our results also
lead to bigger questions about the function of the male
and female contributions and why the female contribution
is more complex than the male. In duetting birds, it has
been proposed that sex-specificity in duets is due to an extra-
pair communication function (Dahlin and Benedict, 2014),
and it seems likely that this is also the case with tarsier
duets. In addition, males also had a larger range of note

rates and in some cases individual males showed patterns
opposite that predicted by the acoustic tradeoff we examined.
Therefore, it appears that other pressures apart from those
consistent with the acoustic tradeoff shaped male tarsier
duet contributions.

Previous research on the acoustic tradeoff between rate of
note repetition and note bandwidth showed the existence of this
tradeoff in a multitude of taxa, including birds, mice, bats, and
non-human primates (Podos, 1996; Ballentine et al., 2004; Pasch
et al., 2011; Derryberry et al., 2012; Wilson et al., 2014; Clink
et al., 2018; Sun et al., 2021). Our findings add another species
to this growing list, contributing to the literature that suggests
that the existence of this acoustic tradeoff may be effectively
universal. This is significant, as universals are relatively rare
in animal behavior research (Ferrer-i-Cancho et al., 2013), and
can serve to guide our understanding of how certain traits and
behaviors evolved over time. However, the evolutionary causes
of this acoustic tradeoff are not yet fully understood and may
vary between species. Our study does not definitively rule out
either morphological or neurological causes of this acoustic
performance constraint but adds more literature to the discourse
on the ubiquity of this acoustic tradeoff.

Potential limitations

Our study had a few limitations which warrant discussion.
First, we examined only notes included in the duets of this tarsier
species. This excludes all other vocalizations, including those
emitted during hunting, mating, aggressive, parent-offspring,
and feeding contexts. Inclusion of these vocalizations may
result in different outcomes relating to repertoire size. In
addition, different call types may have different constraints,
so it is unclear if the acoustic tradeoff between the rate of
note repetition and the bandwidth of those notes is prevalent
across call types. Additionally, we did not collect nor present
data on the non-acoustic behaviors of the individuals at
the time of recording (i.e., height in a tree, proximity to
conspecifics, maturity, age, reproductive status, presence of
predators). It is possible that, like gibbons, tarsier duets vary
across different contexts (Clarke et al., 2006; Andrieu et al.,
2020). Future studies that compare duets emitted under different
contexts (e.g., territorial encounters vs. reuniting at the sleep
tree) will be informative. Due to significant temporal and
spectral overlap between male and female duet contributions,
we were unable to use the robust features in Raven for
our unsupervised analysis. These features are calculated based
on the energy in the selection and given the substantial
overlap in male and female notes the values would have
been skewed. This means we were restricted to the four
aforementioned features of note duration, minimum frequency,
maximum frequency, and bandwidth. If we were able to use
the robust features and include a larger number of features that
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FIGURE 6

Scatter plots of note bandwidth as a function of the rate of note output (number of notes per 1-s) for female (A) and male (B) tarsier duets. Note
that the female (A) scatterplots use a broader bandwidth scale than the male (B) scatterplots, reflecting the generally wider note bandwidth
exhibited by the females. The female scatterplots also show much stronger negative slopes than the male scatterplots. The shape of the points
indicates which duet the notes came from. Trend lines were added using the “geom_smooth” function in “ggplot2” to visualize differences
across pairs (Wickham, 2016).

described the notes, then our unsupervised clustering results
may have been different.

Future directions

The evidence for the acoustic tradeoff between note
rate and bandwidth may be due to either morphological

or neurological constraints, or a combination of the
two. More research is needed to examine the extent
of the existing morphological limitations on the vocal
production system, as well as the existence of neurological
constraints. Future studies compiling a more exhaustive
vocal repertoire of the tarsier, as well as the contexts in
which each call type is produced, would be extremely
valuable and inform many subsequent studies in tarsier
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FIGURE 7

Coefficient estimates ± 95% credible intervals for male and female models with bandwidth as an outcome and note rate as a predictor. We
considered the predictors reliable if the confidence intervals (indicated in black) did not overlap zero. Each point indicates the median posterior
density credible interval value, the inner black bars represent the 50% credible interval, and the outer black bars represent the 95% credible
intervals. The colored distribution plots indicate the associated uncertainty in the point estimates.

TABLE 2 Model summary of the top models for male and female note rate along with the null models.

Female top model Female null model Male top model Male null model

Predictors Estimates CI (95%) Estimates CI (95%) Estimates CI (95%) Estimates CI (95%)

Intercept 9192.73 8800.32 to
9604.21

6141.29 5795.31 to
6506.23

7550.73 7133.45 to
7946.99

7259.46 6732.94 to
7764.83

Note rate −13312.17 −15451.09 to
−11323.88

−679.78 −1836.83 to
508.25

Random Effects

σ2 4365651.87 6426636.93 495856.24 535599.34

τ00 155685.42 pair 266227.99 pair 407679.79 pair 990274.99 pair

τ11 7380961.94 pair.noterate 3976751.18 pair.noterate

ICC 0.14 0.04 0.63 0.65

N 14 pair 14 pair 14 pair 14 pair

Observations 856 856 1079 1079

Marginal R2/Conditional R2 0.331/0.343 0.000/0.031 0.005/0.539 0.000/0.501

For each model we included note bandwidth as the outcome. The top models for both males and females included note rate (notes per 1-s) as a predictor, and the 95% confidence intervals
did not overlap zero for females. In the table above the number of observations refers to the number of time bins for all males or females wherein we measured note rate.

acoustics. Additionally, future studies that take into account
variables such as age, weight, time since pairing, and
number of offspring will likely make significant contributions
toward determining if these tradeoffs are honest reflections
of caller quality.
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